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GEBHARDT Logistic Solutions Inc

Your partner for efficient logistics processes!

GEBHARDT develops and produces industry-specific load carriers made of wood, metal and plastic for intra and extra logistics in industry and retail trade.
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Over 190 years of passion for load carriers

GEBHARDT develops and produces industry-specific load carriers made of wood, metal and plastic for intra- and extra-logistics in industry and trade.
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Our products

With our products we support the logistics processes of customers all over the world!

GEBHARDT develops and produces industry-specific load carriers made of wood, metal and plastic for intra- and extra-logistics in industry and trade.
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We are shaping the logistics processes of tomorrow!

We stand for technology and innovation!

GEBHARDT develops and produces industry-specific load carriers made of wood, metal and plastic for intra- and extra-logistics in industry and trade.
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Our values: team, trust, passion

We GEBHARDTians work as a team! You can join Team Orange too and develop your superpowers with us at GEBHARDT!
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Visit us at our booth C7 in hall 1 at ColdChain and let us convince you of our new products. 

We are already looking forward to welcoming you at our booth at ColdChain 2024 from April 16th to 18th.

Once again, we want to inspire you with our products and convince you of their benefits for your processes.

Be curious about our new products!
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Company

Quality and experience for 190 years

GEBHARDT has been developing and manufacturing efficient logistics solutions for trade and industry for 190 years. The company, headquartered in Cham, is already successfully managed as a family business in the 6th generation. Traditional values have been part of the corporate philosophy from the very beginning. At the same time, entrepreneurial vision and a willingness to innovate are our driving forces for change and steady, sustainable growth.

Learn more
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Products

Your customer benefit is in the forefront of product development

GEBHARDT products stand for optimal protection of the respective load during transport and storage. Deep process understanding ensures that all requirements for the use of the load carrier are taken into account. Depending on specific needs, industry standards or customized special solutions are used. Our own development and construction department designs products that are precisely tailored to the intended use. We process high-quality wood materials, different metal materials and various plastic and composite materials.

Learn more
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Quality and experience for 190 years
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Mio.
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Customer benefits






Customer benefits

The efficiency of your logistics processes is our top priority!

As the market leader for warehousing and transport solutions, we support our customers in making logistics processes ever more efficient. We work our way deep into processes to leverage optimization potential. We have more in common with our customers than just a business relationship. We act as partners at eye level and see ourselves in the role of logistics process consultants.


Learn more
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Digitalization






Digitalization

We focus on digitalized processes in manufacturing and in customer applications!

Digital processes are the key to success in our manufacturing processes in order to efficiently offer best quality at market-driven prices. Continuous improvement of our own value-added processes and digital transparency are our claim. Our own digitized process applications are now also sold to customers. These include various digital applications for customized condition monitoring of load carriers.


Learn more
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Sustainability






Sustainability

We stand by our responsibility to nature and society

Returnable load carriers - the epitome of resource-saving and efficient packaging. They are reusable and robust, they make optimum use of storage and transport space and protect the product at the same time. Their use ranges from the food trade and food production to automotive and tire production. For over 190 years, GEBHARDT has been ensuring that customers' logistics processes are sustainably optimized.


Learn more


























News and Info

Quality and experience for 190 years






All news articles
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GEBHARDT at the Modex in Atlanta

GEBHARDT stellt Produkte für Food and Retail auf der Modex in Atlanta aus.



Read more
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High-ranking EU delegation visits GEBHARDT in Cham

Representatives from politics and industry discussed the effects of the planned EU regulation (PPWR) together.



Read more
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Donation to "Helfer vor Ort" for a new emergency vehicle

We are very happy that we could support the "Helfer vor Ort" Gossersdorf with 1.000 € for their new emergency vehicle.



Read more
























Success Stories

Quality and experience for 190 years
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Silvia Kessel, Central Purchasing
Hammer GmbH & Co. KG



"The coordination between us and the contact persons from GEBHARDT worked perfectly from the beginning. Thus, within 10 weeks, a shelf rack could be developed that met all our requirements 100%, a prototype could be built and delivery could be started immediately."

We are pleased that we were able to support our customer's processes with our shelving racks.
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Franz Graggaber, Warehouse direction
Stieglbrauerei zu Salzburg GmbH



"The product fully meets our requirements. We see no need for further changes."

With our ROLLFIXpallet® carrier pallet, we were able to integrate the handling of quarter dollies into the customer process in a cost- and time-efficient manner.
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Hans Schneller, Logistics department manager
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG



"The entire process, from the offers to the technical coordination to the order confirmation, went perfectly. Of course, this also includes the very good quality of the product."

With the metal pallets for rolled goods specially developed for the customer, the warehouse could be equipped in a solution-oriented manner.
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Ottmar Rupp, Packaging Engineer
EBM-Papst



"We have already been working with the process consultants from GEBHARDT for over ten years. When planning our new logistics center, we needed a special solution for our high-bay warehouse and at the logistics trade fair LogiMAT 2016 in Stuttgart, we then became aware of the GEBHARDT system pallets. With the specially designed pallet, we were able to further optimize our high-bay warehouse and our logistics processes."

Happy about another satisfied customer with our system pallets for high-bay warehouses.
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Maximilian Schuhbauer
Goldsteig Käsereien Bayerwald GmbH



"Our considerations have shown that we can no longer handle the volume planned for the future with the existing capacities, but need a new cheese dairy as well as a pre-ripening warehouse for hard and semi-hard cheeses. After expanding with a new automatic high-bay warehouse to meet future demand requirements, we equipped it with cheese ripening bins that provide storage, ripening and transport of the packaged cheese blocks, which come from Gebhardt and are very satisfied with them."

The GEBHARDT cheese maturing boxes stand for efficiency and quality in the customer process.
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Career

Our employees are heroes for us, who prove their superpowers every day

It pays off to become a part of GEBHARDT!

You are welcome to send us an application.

We are hiring!/ Job offer!
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Contact

GEBHARDT Logistic Solutions Inc.

2180 Satellite Blvd, Suite 400

GA 30097 Duluth


Telephone: +1 (678) 541-5601

E-mail: info@gebhardt-inc.com
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